Why is the hydroxyl radical the only radical that commonly adds to DNA? Hypothesis: it has a rare combination of high electrophilicity, high thermochemical reactivity, and a mode of production that can occur near DNA.
Free radicals do not commonly add to nucleotides in DNA, despite the fact that radicals are produced in all aerobically metabolizing cells. Why is this? For oxy-radicals, the ratio of the rate constant for addition to double bonds divided by that for H-abstraction from good H-donors parallels the electrophilicity of the radical, and among oxy-radicals the hydroxyl radical is the most electrophilic, with an unusually high ratio of Kad/kH. The hydroxyl radical also is very reactive in H-atom abstraction reactions, with a large absolute value of kH. However, the hydroxyl radical's high reactivity makes it unselective and relatively nondiscriminating between H-abstraction from a sugar moiety in DNA and penetration to, and reaction with, a base. Oxy-radicals such as alkoxyl and peroxyl radicals do not have as high electrophilicity or as high reactivity. Interestingly, carbon-centered radicals (such as the methyl radical) also can both add to double bonds and abstract H-atoms, but carbon-centered radicals are not commonly observed to add to DNA bases. However, they cannot be generated near DNA in vivo. In contrast, hydroxyl radical generating systems appear to complex with DNA and produce the hydroxyl radical in the immediate vicinity of the DNA, producing a type of DNA damage that is called site specific. Thus, addition of a radical to a DNA base may require all three features possessed by the hydroxyl radical: high electrophilicity, high thermokinetic reactivity, and a mechanism for production near DNA.